
KERRIGAN + BERRY CHARDONNAY 
The noblest white wine variety has found its New World home in Margaret River.  From old vine ‘dry 
grown’ Gin Gin clone Chardonnay vines in the heart of Margaret River’s famed Wilyabrup sub-region 
this wine showcases why Margaret River is renowned for complex yet bright and refreshing Chardonnay. 
The K+B wines are all capable of developing increased complexity over time and this Chardonnay is no 
exception.  It is in its youth, a tightly structured lean Chardonnay with more of the mineral and citric notes 
rather than traditional tropical fruits. The wine will develop gradually and reward the serious Chardonnay 
drinker.

VINTAGE
The year 2020 will naturally go down as a very strange year for obvious reasons.  But even before our 
lives were tipped upside down the 2020 vintage in Margaret River had presented its own mysteries and 
unusual occurrences.

Another relatively dry winter was followed by the hottest and driest spring ever recorded in the South 
West.  The region experienced the hottest October and November on record with all vine maturity 
stages being well advanced of normal.  So much so that we harvested Chardonnay at Hay Shed Hill in 
January something we have never done before.  

The heat of spring did not extend into summer with the summer of 2020 being relatively mild; in fact 
conditions were highly favourable during the early part of summer.  

The fact that a hot spring followed a less than satisfactory winter compromised grape yields across all 
varieties with crop levels being for the second year in a row uniformly poor.  While quantity was low 
quality cannot be doubted.  The whites are fresh and crisply varietal and the reds are vibrant and ripe 
with that lovely medium body that is the signature of Margaret River.

TASTING NOTES
It is in its youth, a tightly structured, lean Chardonnay with more of the mineral and citric notes rather than 
traditional tropical fruits. The wine will develop gradually and reward the serious Chardonnay drinker.

CELLARING

The wine will develop gradually and reward the serious Chardonnay drinker.

TECHNICAL

Growing region: Margaret  River  Vintage: 2020

Alcohol: 12.0%    

The KERRIGAN + BERRY wines have been in the making for decades.  Made by Michael Kerrigan and Gavin Berry these wines 

represent the pinnacle of two careers spent crafting wine from some of the most respected vineyards of Western Australia.

The KERRIGAN + BERRY wines are made from the highest quality grapes selected from the finest vineyards; 

our interpretation of the best of Western Australia.
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